Subject: Re: Chamber testing manual version 3
Posted by Chilo Garabatos on Fri, 11 Feb 2005 16:08:45 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dear Rainer and all,
we started preparing our applications to write the data in the format that is proposed in the
chamber test manual, and therefore looked with some detail at the proposed information and
format.
The information is very complete, and I would like give you some comments and suggestions
aimed at making life somewhat easier:
General comment: In every site about 10**2 chambers will be tested. To make things as
automatic as possible is then desirable; in particular, the information that is gathered for the
data base -and for our own files- should be written by the computer, not typed by the users
(tedious and dangerous).
Suggestions:
Headers: Do not write the Ar and CO2 flows separately (the composition is yet another entry),
and do not write the set and actual values at the beginning and the end of the measurement (3
lines with 2 reals each) but
Write the total 'high' flow and total 'low' flow (2 lines with 1 real each). This is the information
that is needed for the leak rate values, which can be calculated automatically by pressing a
button in the application when the O2 plateaus (the user then only types the flows and clicks).
Leak rate data: the relevant information are the leak rates at both flows and the data
themselves, so write this at least (time and O2, not the other way around, as is proposed) and
leave the testers the freedom to write a zero or -1 for the fit stuff and the reference O2 levels
(extra work not needed according to our experience).
Gain: write at the end of the file the data in x-yyy format:
voltage, current, rate, gain (one line per point).
In this way, the number of points doesn't matter, the data base can deal with that.
It is also easier for the tester to copy-paste the data into his/her own spreadsheet and make
plots for meetings.
This strategy -the data points at the end- should be applied to all files (O2, scans, ...).
Best regards,
Chilo
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